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Whereas gravity and topography observations at present provide the only direct data 
pertaining to the interior of Mars, the state of stress at the surface of the planet, as reflected in tec- 
tonic features, can provide an additional constraint on interior models [I]. Over the last several 
years a number of papers have been published using this concept to investigate the subsurface 
structure and tectonic history of Mars, with an emphasis on the Tharsis plateau [e.g. 1-71. Two 
mathematical global stress models have been used to predict tectonic style for comparison with 
geological observations. The fust, derived by Banerdt and others [I], consists of a thick spherical 
elastic shell over an inviscid mantle, whereas the second, by Sleep and Phillips [2], utilizes a thin 
spherical elastic shell approximation and retains only the membrane component of the stress, 
ignoring the bending component. These models predict very similar stress fields, and the fust 
order investigations of Tharsis using these two models resulted in virtually the same conclusions: 
a simple uplift model for Tharsis is not generally supported by observed tectonic features, multiple 
stress regimes (operating at different times) are required to explain the orientations of these 
features, and Tharsis must have been nearly isostatic over a large portion of its history. 

However there are some differences between the two published sets of stress fields which 
present ambiguities when attempting to make detailed comparisons between tectonic features and 
the theoretical stresses. Perhaps the clearest example is in the isostatic case. The Sleep and 
Phillips model gives a nearly circumferential (to Tharsis) orientation for the isostatic tensile stresses 
around Tharsis, whereas the Banerdt et al. model shows tensile stresses that have a pronounced 
east-west distortion to the circumferential pattern. This difference may be critical when attempting 
to identify sets of features that formed under either an isostatic or flexural regime (in order, for 
example, to establish their relative timing), as both models predict that flexural loading tensile 
stresses will be generally circumferential [e.g., 31. 

In this study we investigate the differences between the model assumptions and their effects 
on stress directions in an attempt to reconcile the two theoretical stress models. We identify the 
primary differences between the models as: 1) thick shell vs. thin shell theory (and the exclusion 
of bending stresses from the thin shell formulation); 2) the value of Poisson's ratio used, 3) the 
depth in the lithosphere at which the stress tensor is evaluated; and 4) the treatment of the hydro- 
static ellipticity. We then incorporate these results into a higher spatial resolution stress model 
suitable for detailed large-scale structural interpretation. 

Thick shell vs. thin shell. Thin shell approximations are generally valid when the shell 
thickness is less than about 1/10 the radius of curvature [8], roughly 350 km for Mars. Thus for 
the 450 km lithosphere thickness used by Sleep and Phillips, the validity of the thin shell 
assumption is questionable. However this applies primarily to bending stresses, which are more 
strongly affected by shell thickness. The effect of shell thickness on membrane stress is 
considerable smaller. The bending stress contributions to the behavior of the shell are small 
compared to those of membrane stresses for harmonic degrees less than 5 for a lithospheric shell 
on Mars with a thickness of 450 km. Therefore the thin shell assumption is justified for these 
wavelengths; for thinner lithospheres, which are more likely on Mars, the approximation is even 
better. For shorter wavelengths, however, bending stresses must be included. 

Poisson's ratio and depth of stress evaluation. For the Banerdt et al. model a value for 
Poisson's ratio of 0.25 (near that typical for rocks) was used and stress trajectories were evaluated 
at the deformed lithospheric surface. Sleep and Phillips incorporated a Poisson's ratio of 0.5 in 
order to remove bending stress contributions and displayed stress trajectories at the topographic 
surface. Both of these differences tend to change the magnitude of the predicted shear stress and 
the style of predicted faulting (suppressing extensional failure in favor of strike-slip), but principal 
stress orientations are unaffected by these parameters: 

Rotational ellipticity. Sleep and Phillips derived an explicit treatment for the internal rota- 
tional ellipticity of Mars. From their results it is possible to derive the non-hydrostatic portion of 
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J2 (-C20N) as a function of the assumed moment of inertia factor (ma2).  Whereas the moment of 
inertia for Mars is not known, straightforward assumptions regarding the superposition of a 
symmetric Tharsis anomaly on an otherwise hydrostatic J2 yield an estimate for VMa2 of 0.365 
[9]. Assuming this value, about 93% of the currently observed J2 should be due to the dynamic 
flattening by rotation, giving C20N=-6x10-s. For lack of such a dynamic ellipticity formulation and 
given the uncertainty in Wa2,  Banerdt et al. assumed simply that the entire observed J2 was due to 
rotation, or C2~N=O. This corresponds to INa2d.376, near the upper bound of published 
estimates. For this value, the Tharsis high is elongated in the north-south direction, and Chryse 
and Amazonis correspond to major lows. In contrast, when C20N=-6x10-5 is used, Tharsis 
appears more circular (this follows directly from the assumptions involved in the estimate of I/Ma2 
[9]), and the basin lows are subdued. When this latter C2# is used (as in the Sleep and Phillips 
model), virtually all of the discrepancy between the two stress models is eliminated. Thus the 
differences between the stress results in [I] and [2] are due primarily to the respective choices of 
C7.oN. - - 

Higher resolution stress models. Lithospheric strength envelope calculations [e.g. 101 
indicate that the martian lithosphere is unlikely to ever have been much thicker than about 150 lan. 
Thus a thick shell treatment is unnecessary and we have used instead a full thin shell formulation 
including bending stresses [I 11, utilizing topography and gravity coefficients through degree and 
order 16 [12,. 131. The higher resolution stress trajectory plots thus generated can be used in 
conjunction with detailed mapping of tectonic features (e.g., [14]) in order to better understand the 
thermo-tectonic evolution of the martian lithosphere. For example, the choice of C20N (or, 
equivalently, Ma21 makes a small but significant difference in the predictions for the orientations 
of structural features in areas that appear to have been affected by multiple regional stress events. 
One of these areas is the Tempe Plateau region in northeastern Tharsis. For a value of C2# near 
zero (such as that used in [I]) flexural stresses predict the formation of northeast trending grabens, 
whereas the isostatic stresses predict north-northeast trending grabens. There are two 
appropriately aged graben systems in this area with these orientations [3]. Structural and 
superposition relationships indicate that the area was first affected by isostatic stresses, followed 
by flexural stresses. However if a larger C20N (such as that used in [2]) is assumed, there is no 
significant difference in the predicted orientations of grabens in this region for the two stress states 
and these fracture sets cannot be used to infer the relative timing of flexural and isostatic support 
for the Tharsis plateau. Conversely, it may be possible to use the differences in the orientations of 
fractures in areas such as these to constrain C20N and, by extension, the moment of inertia for 
Mars. 
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